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Comments: After reviewing all of the projects, I am very impressed, but I do not feel that Winter Park is

addressing the problem of parking on the maryjane side.. Mary Jane Road, should be widened, so people can

park perpendicular to the roadway.. This will give maximum impact and minimum affect to the environment..

TheChallenger lot should also be increased in size.And create multiple openings, so it is not a bottleneck.. Maybe

even consider permanent dividersSo you can create one way traffic and optimal parking capacity.

 

.After reviewing the snowmaking is apparent that they are not adding snowmaking everywhere that they need to

..the Corridor next to theChallenger lot is in desperate need of more snowmaking, especially towards the end of

the season people are forced to ski on sand.. Stock pile locations could be created or snowmaking could be

used..

 

A few years ago I asked the town of Winter Park to add several bus stops. they were not willing and basically

laughed at me ..We used to have a bus stop in our condos at Winter Park Meadows located behind Safeway. I

would like to see a bus stop there again there are over 300 condos in the area. (Winter Park Meadows Lodge 2

and water side west ) Our HOA decided to stop paying for it because the price doubled but now that taxes are

paying for it and that Winter Park's resort plan is dependent on it. I would like to see this bus stop put back in

Place.The address is 261 County Rd. 804.. When the bus stop was in place, all three of these condo HOA's were

using the bus stop..

 

Also, Winter Park should create a world class mogul field to pull in the world class events such as the Olympics..

I would also like to see Nordic jumping coming back.. By bringing these events to Winter Park, you would be

inspiring the next generation of young people to get involved into skiing and also be ready if the Olympics ever

happened.. Careful consideration should be given to whatever plan proposed if such anOlympic or world class

event were to happenIn the future..these are the kinds of things that put towns on the map and bring money into

the community..

I think it's a bad idea to pull out the rope toe and put in a slow magic carpet.. a puma lift would be much more

efficient. You have to teach people how to use these things. People will learn how to use it and everything will

work out.

I would love to see a lift put in from Highway 40 to the top of the panoramic and open up all of the terrain on that

side of the highway.. (zero) You could also create a parking lot there and create more parking.. All of the other ski

areas in Colorado are expandingIt would be great for Winter Park to jump on the band wagon.. While everybody

else is doing it..

 

 I would like to see a t-bar or a puma  lift to the top of the cirque

 

 


